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CHARGE - A SimulAtion.Game.Designed to Teach Group Member

Roles to ,Prospecttve Teachers - FOUND TO BE EFFECTIVE

DR. ROBERTA T. ANDERSON1

INTRODUCTION

It is the contention of some that if teachers are to succeed in the

participatory classrgom environments still Advocated, they must be trained to

play several roles. An understanding...of leadership roles as well as member-

ship roles is necessary if educators expect to be effective communicators and

facilitators of learning.

It has been assumed, by the author, that when teachers become com-

fortable in playing these several roles, they will be more ready to help

students understand and play effectively their own roles. This assumption is

not new. In a 1954, NEA journal article entitled, "More Learning Takes Place

When Teachers and Students Understand the Various Roles in the Classroom

Group," Kenneth Benne supported the same position.

Simulation as a training vehicle to teach group member roles was

successfully used with seventy-two undergraduate students enrolled in profes-

sional education courses at the National College of Education in 1972.

Activities included the development and analysis of a teacher education

simulation game designed to teach a typology of small group member roles. A

study was conducted to compare the cognitive effects of this technique with a

lecture method that presented the same information. In addition, selected

affective reactions were gathered from the participating students (Anderson,

1972).

1
Dr. Anderson is Director of National College of Education's Center

for Advanced Studies in Education, Naperville, Illinois.
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The content of the simulation game, CHARGE, and the lecture used in this

study required the participants of both groups.to become knowledgeable about

small group member roles. The specific major categories and roles were selected

from the original works of Benne and Sheats (1948) who identified certain func-

tional roles as being vital to small group training and analysis.

Benne and Sheets' system for study of group process, originally advo-

cated in 1948 and remived in 1969 with some modifications by Gorman, Provided

for group member roles to be studied by dividing them into three major

categories:

I. Group Task Roles

Roles that contribute to the facilitation and coordination
of group problem-solving activities.

II. Group Building and Maintenance Roles

Those activities that have for their purpose the building of
group-centered attitudes and orientation among the members of a group

or the maintenance and perpetuation of such group-centered behavior
providing for cohesiveness of the group.

III. Individual or Non-Functional Roles

Attempts by "members" of a group to satisfy individual needs
which are irrelevant to group task and non-oriented or negative-
oriented to group building and maintenance.

These three major categories of "functional roles" are similar to

factors that have been isolated in other studies (Gorman, 1969 and 1972;

Borgatta and Growther, 1965; and Bales, 1950). The Benne and Sheets' role

categdries were specifically designated to train observers in the identifica-

tion of group member roles. These categories have not received as much atten-

tion as other role categories by social scientists and therefore have not been

altered or modified as have the works of Bales (1950). Benne and Sheats (1948)

dealt with the role played rather than with a prescribed set of interactions

between roles as does Bales.
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The Bales (1950) interaction analysis, used extensively for different

types of research, gets at the interpersonal dimensions of each player and his

relationship uith Others. Bales' categories are numerous and require total

concentration by an observer to make distinctions betwren the behaviors

exhibited. These categories were found to be far too numerous to provide a

framework for the simulation game, CHARGE, in which each player was expected

.to not only identify,the roles played by others but was also expected to act

out a given role during the game (Anderson, 19/2).

The Anderson(1972)study included only two of the Major Categories

advocated by Benne and Sheats. They were: 1) Group Building and Maintenance

Roles, and 2) "Individual" Roles.

GAME CONSTRUCTION AND DESIGN

The construction of the researchable simulation game, CHARGE, was such

that all elements of the game were randomized and recorded for statistical

analysis. It was designed using guidelines developed by Crawford and Twelker

(1969) and "A Checklist to be Used When Designing Contextual Response

Simulation," published by Teaching Research, Monmouth, Oregon (Twelker, ed.,

1968). The game, CHARGE, provided the playing participants with perspective

of "total group process." Attention was given during the play of the game to

the identification, analysis and practice of leader and member roles, which

are seen as correlative aspects of overall group growth and productivity (Benne

and Sheats, 1948).

The game players operated in a context of group interaction. Subgroups

of six college undergraduates each used sets of materials to determine their

subgroup actions during the play of the game. The Game packets included

Identification NUmbers for each player in the subgroup, Role Assignment Cards,
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TopicCards, Situation Cards, Role Description Sheets, and Score Cards for both

Phase I and Phase II respectively. (Examples of game components can be found

in Appendix A.)

The decision as to the size of the game's subgroups (6) was based on

studies reported by Hare (1962), He determined the most effective group sizes

for role playing activities and identification of roles played were six or

seven in number.

The game design afforded an opportunity for each game participant to

role play each of four "group building and maintenance" roles and each of nao

"individual" roles. Guidelines for the'selection of particUlar group member

roles for the game came from Benne and Sheets' (1948) role requirements for

It young" groups. Of the roles which were indicated as necessary to build and

maintain group interaction four were selected. They were: Compromiser,

Encourager, Harmonizer and Gatekeeper or Expediter (Anderson, 1972) . The Benne

and Sheats studies further suggested that a ratio of one individual role to

. every two or three "group building and maintenance" roles is necessary_t pro-

mote group evaluation, The two "individual" roles selected from the eight in

the Benne and Sheats classification system were those roles which have received

recognition in other studies on small groups (Bales, 1970; Grambs, 1968; and

Borgatta and Crowther, 1965). The "indtvidual" roles included in the game were:

Aggressor and Recognition-seeker (Anderson, 1972),

The order and assignment of roles for each subgroup and its six players

were randomly determined for each round of play. The randomization method used

provided for each subgroup's sequence of play to be totally unlike that of any

ether subgroup.

The group tasks selected for use in this game were predetermined by the
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authOr to control the task variable. The determination was accomplished through

several trials of the author's original game "Self Perception" uver a period of

three years (Anderson, 1968) . Those tasks designated as Topics to ke discussed

and Situations to be resolved in the original game were.recorded and those

receiving the highest per.centage of favorable reactions from the college under

graduate participants were included in the game, CHARGE.

The order in.which the Topic Cards nd Situation Cards appear in the

game for each subgroup was also randomized for each phase. To keep the element

of chance the same for all groups playing the game, Topic Cards were used in

Phase I and Situation Cards were used in Phase II.

Play of the game occurred in two, three round phases. Phase I included

three rounds of play in which each subgroup's participants played randomly

assigned roles as they discussed randomly assigned topics. (Examples of par

. ticular Topic Cards can be found in Appendix A.) Phase II included three rounds

of play during which the gene participants played randomly assigned group member

roles as they discussed action to be taken in order to solve an assigned problem.

(Examples of particular Situation Cards can be found in Appendix A.)

Each round of play was scored and discussed briefly by the subgroup

participants before continuing to the nekt-vround of play.

GAME PLAY RECORDING SYSTEM

The simulation game data recording system, designed for use both.during

and at the conclusion of the game, recorded: 1) participants' scores as observ

ers of roles played (accuracy of identification of roles during each round of

play); 2) participants' scores as players of roles (skill in role playing);

3) game phase scores for each participant; and 4) total game scores for each

7
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participant. The game score information was acquired'from.two separate sheets

with Phase I on one and Phase II on another. This afforded the researcher the

opportunity to collect each participant's score sheet at the conclusion-of each-

phase of the game (Anderson. 1972). This also prevented the scorer from biasing

his second score as a result of viewing the first.

The format of the game score cards used in the study was developed

through several trial uses also over a period of three years. Suggestions from

past game participants provided guidelines for these revisions. (An example of

the Score Cards used in Phase I and II of the simulation game, CHARGE, can be

found in Appendix A.)

The game score cards provided the bulk of the quantitative data used to

analyze the actions and reactions of participants in the simulation game,

CHAR9E.

COMPARISON LECTURE

The lecture developed for comparison contained the same factual content

found in the simulation game. Equa'l time and emphasis were devoted to each of

the roles played during the simulation game. The Benne and Sheats (1948) role

deszriptions used in the game were paraphrased and illustrations of each

included in the lecture. (A copy of the actual notes used in presenting the

lecture can be found on pages 107-116 of the author's original investigation.)

A brief discussion following the lecture gave the students an oppor-

tunity to voice their reactions to the lecture content and pose any questions

they had in i.egard to the role descriptions. (Information brought out in

this discussion and any additional points made here were recorded (Anderson,

1972):

8



The length of the lecture and discussion was tiMed to assure comparable

exposure to content as that presented in the simulation game, CHARGE.

INSTRUMENT CONSTRUCTION

Personal information questionnaires, sociometric devices, and post-

experimental reaction sheets (cognitive and affective in nature) were:also

developed to assist in the analysis and comparison of the game's effectiveness.

Personal Information Questionnaire

The Personal Information Questionnaire developed for this study con-

tained requests for information on the age, sex, grade level status, area of

teaching concentration, teaching grade preference, student teaching experience,

professional courses taken, and prior experiences in role playing, small group

activities, and simulation activities of each participant in the experiment.

(A complete set of-informational forms used with the experimental and contrast

groups, respectively, can be found in Appendix B.) The information obtained

from the questionnaire was used in the analysis of relationships between par-

ticipants' characteristics and their game and test performance.

The Sociometric Device (an adaptation from Gorman, 1969) was designed

to obtain information about the target population's-familiarity with each other.

Using a class list provided by the examiner, students were isked to indicate

those students in the class (prior to the experiment) who they "knew well,"

"knew slightly," or "knew not at all." '(See Appendix for copies of the actual

device used.)

Thl information acquired from the sociometric device from the experi-

mental group was used to determine how each subgroup partiApant ranked the

othezs in that particular subgroup. This information was used in a comparative

analysis of the acquaintanceship factor of the game participants (Anderson,1972).

9
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Affective and Cognitive Instuments

The Reaction Sheet-Affective was a device constructed to obtain both

quantitative and subjective data. It was designed to assess student reactions

to the simulation game experience. This was used only with the students par-

ticipating in the experimental group (simulation game exercise). Item I was

designed to solicit soft data in regard to the student's feelings concerning

his simulation game experience. (See Appendix C.)

Responses to Items II1 through 1110 were arranged on a four point

positive/negative scale with no neutral position provided, forcing the student

to commit himself to a positive or negative reaction, therefore assuring usable

quantitative data (Kerlinger, 1964). The content validity of these items was

arrived at through the use of a table of specifications, attempting to balance

the desired objectives and content proposed (Gronlund, 1971). Items II]. through

1110 also contained opportunities for the students to "comment if desired" to

qualify their responses and provide the researcher with additional subjective

data.

Item III also provided subjective data from the students in the form

of requests for'their opinion on what they thought they had learned during the

simulation game experience. (A copy of the Reaction Sheet-Affective is found

in Appendix C.)

The Reaction Sheet.-Cognitive was a device designed to assess student

knowledge about group member roles. This device was constructed to give a

measure of the.student's ability to recall (immediately) information just pre-

,sented, as well as to indicate retention of learned information when used as a

delayed measure, The device was also de,igned to give information about

students' ability to make inferences and t:fansfer their learnings to varied

situations. 10
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The actual construction of the test was accomplished through-a series

of steps or levels of refinement.

First--Objectives, content to be covered, and a table of specifica-

tions were prepared to serve as guides in the preparation of the cognitive test

constructed to measure comparative differences between the simulation game and

the lecture. Gronlund (1971) and Thorndike and Hagen (1969) were used as

references in the completion of these devices.

A table of specifications for presenting a typology of group member

roles was constructed and used as a blueprint to assist in the completion of

finished product which could measure the learning outcomes.

Second--The content of each item was obtained from actual descriptions,

scripts and dialogues used in research by Benne and Sheats (1948); Gorman (1969);

and Borgatta and Crowther (1965).

Items 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 9 and 11 of the test were constructed using des-

criptive phrases for each of the roles selected from the works of Benne and

Sheats (1948). Items 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 13 and 14 contained partial scripts and

role descriptions found in the works of Gorman (1964). Items 15, 16, 17 and 18

were taken from scored scripts of Borgatta and Crowther's (1965) B.S. System.

Using these sources to determine the "correct" responses eliminated the

need to use a consensual procedure as a means of providing justification for

designating responses as correct (Gronlund, 1971).

Third--The design of the test was assayed to afford the best means of

obtaining the cognitive information desired (Gronlund, 1968 and 1971; Thorndike

and Hagen, 1969; and Tyler, 1971). The multiple choice format was adopted.

Items 1 through 10 were identification recall items. Items 11, 13 and 16 were

designated as categorizing items. Items 14, 17 and 18 were inference items.

11
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Items 12a through 12f and 15a through 15d were designated as transfer items.

Each of the above items was developed and then randomly assigned to the test

design (Anderson, 1972).

Though there are only eighteen numbered items, the test in fact

contains forty-two individual responses. To estimate the reliability coeffi-

cient for the internal consistency of the cognitive test, the Split-Half

method of analysis (Gronlund, 1971, pp. 106-109) was perforMed on the first

administration of the cognitive test to the entire group (72) which produced

a reliability coefficient of .47. This relatively low coefficient was not

surprising. Since the test was designe'd to measure recall, categorizing,

inference aad transfer one could expect small coefficients. An additional

check was made using the Kuder Richardson formula 20, which produced a reli-

ability coefficient nf .50. An attempt to protect the validity of the test

was made by selecting only those items which had already been researched by

others. (A copy of the Reaction Sheet-Cognitive can be found in Appendix C,)

TARGET POPULATION

The target population which included seventy-two undergraduates at

the junior/senior level were'enrolled in professional education courses at

National College of Education, Evanston, Illinois. These courses consisted

of daily five hour blocks of time devoted to general methods and laboratory

experience for students preparing for their full day, eleven week student

teaching experience..

The students involved in the study hd ample exposure to behavior

labeling attributed to the behavio;;a1 scientists but had not been exposed in

their class work to the specific small group member role categories identified

in the game or lecture (Anderson, 1972).

12



PROCEDURES USED IN THE STUDY

The experimental treatments and initial testing situations occurred on

four separate days in the beginning of the 1971 fall term. Prior to the exper-

imental.treatment, the sevent- students involved in the study

were administered the Persc arm Questionnaire and the Socl.metic

Device. Both the questioanaire and the sociometric device were administered by

the instructional staff of the Professional. Term classes involved to assure no

linkage with the experiments which wr ollow. They were administered in

a phsical setting similar to the one pictured in Figure 1. (See Appendix D.)

Treatment for the fify-four college students assigned to the experi-

mental group (nine sub&oups of six each) consisted of playing the simulation

game, CHARGE. The remaining eighteen students were exposed to the lecture.

Actual involvement in the game activities was divided between orientation to

rules and object of the game and the timed playing of each of the six rounds.

Participants were randomly assigned to groups and were seated in groups

arranged as pictured in Figure 2. (See Appendix Dl).

At the conclusion of the game, all game materials were collected and

the Reaction Sheet-Cognitive was administered to all participants. As game

participants completed the cognitive measure they were asked to complete the

Reaction Sheet-Affective.

Treatment for the eighteen college students assigned to the contrast

group consisted of a lecture containing information found in the simulation

game, CHARGE, followed by a discussion of the lecture content. Immediately

following the lecture and discussion, the contrast group was administered the

cognitive part of the Reaction Sheet.

13
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One month after the treatments, the study population was once again

administered the cognitive portion of the Reaction Sheet. The experimental

group was tested on a Friday morning and the contrast group on the following

Monday.

. RESEARCH DESIGN

The research design used in this study was an adaptation from

Campbell and Stanley's (1963) "Post.-Test-Only Control Group Design" (pp. 25-

27). Table I provides a graphic picture of the experimental design adaptation

and procedures employed. (See Appendix, E.)..

Throughout the study every effort was made to control such variables as:

time, participants' backgrounds in content of game and/or lecture information,

formal educational experience, leadership within the total experiment (the

game director, lecturer, and test administrator were the same person), size of

each subgroup division within the larger experimental group, chance factoxs

(by randomization of all elements of the game), media used, and the.physical

environment of treatment and testing situations, In so doing, it was possible

to make generalizations having fewer limitations (Anderson, 1972).

In order to analyze the actual play of the simulation game, CHARGE,

the following general hypotheses pertaining to the experimental (game) group

were postulated (Anderson, 1972, pp. 5 and 6):

1. Simulation game participant's skill in identification of

group member roles will improve from game round one through

game round six..

2. Simulation game participants will recall, for a period of

one month, the information learned about group member roles.

3. Simulation game participants' characteristics and backgrounds

affect their performance in the simulated environment.

4. Simulation game pareicipants will exhibit favorable attitudes

toward the simulation game experience.

14
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In order to compare the the simulation game with the lecture additional

hypotheses were postulated: (Anderson, 1972, p. 6)

5. Simulation game participants' (experimental group) immediate
cognitive scores will exceed those of the lecture group
(contrast. group).

6. Simulat:ion game participants will be better able to retain for
one mcnth the information gained about group member roles than
will :hose 0 2 lecture method group.

7. Simulati. .... game ,rticipants will be better able to assess the
tone and/ol. , uf a particular group's interaction than will
the participants in the lecture group.

STATISTICAL TREATMENT AND FINDINGS

The statistical treatment employed on each of the hy-potheses and the

resultant findings follows:

Hypotheses #1 - Empirical data were collected using the game score cards.

Round, phase and end of game scores were acquired by giving a score of "1" to

each correct response and "0" to an incorrect response. 'In this manner individ-

ual scores were obtained through sumMations of the "1" scores. These scores

were then placed in a 54 subject x 6 treatment matrix and analyzed using a one-

factor repeated-measure analyses variance design (Bruning and Kintz, 1968, pp.

43-47). In addition, subgroup cumulative scores were also obtained and com-

pared (Anderson, 1972).

The resultant F ratio of 4.37 was found to be significant at the .001

level as reported in Table 2 indicating a mean difference in performance from

round one through round six. When noting the reported mean by rounds in Table 3

one can discern that this change was positive in nature. Table 4 contains the

data showing that game participants performed equally well in both phases of the

simulation game, CHARGE. (See Appendix E for Tables 2, 3 and 4.).

15
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Hypothesis #2 - Empirical data were collected via the Reaction Sheet-

Cognitive. All responses for the immediate-and delayed Reaction Sheet-

Cognitive (1=accurate responses, 0=inaccurate responses) were summed and aver-

aged. Items 1-10, 12 and 15 designed specifically to test recall of roles

taught in the game (20 responses in all) were also summed and averaged. t tests

for dependent means were conducted to compare the differences in average values

of immoo' nci layed responses (Anderson, 1972).

A t Of 1.52 was obtained when all game participants' test and retest

scores on the cognitive measure were compared. This non-significant t at the

.10 level indicated that no appreciable'loss or gain in knowledge occurred .

during the one month time lapse between test and retest situations. What dif-

ference that did occur was positive in nature favoring the retest situation.

A significant t of 4.04 was obtained whom analyzing those 20 responses

specifically dealing with recall. The differem:e was posit±ve in favor of

the ret situation which indicates a gain itt =racy in recall of the rmes

played.

-Hypothesis #3 - Empirical data were col: ,:ced from the National CoIlege

of Education Student Information Data Bank; the Personal_Information Question-

naire, Sociometric Device and Game Score Cards to determine if there was any

relationship between game performance and the game player's characteristics.

Correlations and frequency distributims were computed to compare high

and low scoring game players' characteristics, academic and experiential back-------

ground And their sociometric pictures with their game performance (Anderson,

1972).

A correlation coefficient of .62 was obtained when comparing high

achievers with those scoring high in game performance. The characteristics

16
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of age stood out in that no participant over the age of twenty-one was among

those scoring in the top wenty-five percent of game performance. This age

range represented twenty-se.:-en percent of the total game population.

It was further noted that kevious experience in .role'playing, small

group activities, and simulation experiendeThad equal effect on those who

scored in each game performance level (top. 257, middle 50% and bottom 25%).

Hxpothesis #4. Empirical data were collected using the Reaction Sheet--

Affective to show whether the game participants found the game experience a

favorable one.

To test the fourth hypothesis, responses Iii through 1110 were weighed

1 through 5 (1=most negative and 5=most positive) and tabulated. A response

-by-respote analysis as we:II as a total response analysis was made to deter-

mine the.feTtg of the simulation experience on the experiimental group.

nra, dz1--.1. revealed that 86.85 percent of the participants responded

generally fel/cm:tile to the simulation game experience while 13.15 percent felt

otherwise. Of The 13.15 percent 12.04 percent were slightly critical and-
1.11 perct were very critical of their experience. The respondents indicated

that concR,T`ta presented in a simulation setting were thought to be more mean-

inful (a ,,em-r, score of 3.6 - highest balms 4 - on Item 116 off Reaction sheet-

Affective

7.11.ose hypotheses relating to the cc:amparison of the sinulation game and

the lecture :z.bre .presented in the same format. as above.

Hypothoqzs #5. Empirical data collected from the Reaction Sheet-

Cognitive were c:lompared by uomputing a t statistic using independent means

with unequa: n's to shoW,Whether the game participants were able to recall

immediately a larger percentage of group member roles than were the lecture

group (Amderson, 1972). 17
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A t of 3.33 was derived which was significanr at the .005 level. The

difference between means was 2.96 as reported in Table 5 which lead to the

conclusion that there was a significant positive difference in immediate cogni-

tive test results in favor of the game participants. (See Appendix E for

Table 5.)

Exuthesis #6. Empirical data collected from delayed Reaction Sheet-

Cognitive Ior both groups were compared to.daterMine if'the game participants

retained over a period of one month, a greater degree of knowledge about group

member roles than did the lecture group.

A t statistic was computed on the delayed cognitive measure using

dependent means with unequal n . A signif.icant t of 2.26 was obtained indicat-

ing a difference in the scores of the two groups. The 2.50 difference between

means as reported in Table 5 was positive in nature and Fas in favor of the game

participants. (See Appendix E for Table 5.)

Because this difference could have been due to the test rather than the

treatment, an analysis of variance was computed between the lecture group and

the-game-group-using-both -immediate-and-delayed-:cogni\tive-measures7The-

resultant F ratio of 12.24 was significant at the .001 level. The significant

.difference was in favor of the game group.

Hnothesis #7. Empirical data collected from Items 11, 13, 14, 16,

17 and 18 of the Reaction Sheet-Cognitive (22 responses in total) was compared

to determine which group (experimental or contrast) was better able to assess

the tone of a particular,group interaction (Anderson, 1972).

The mean difference for selected items between the immediate and delayed

cognitive measures was -.59 ind:Lcating a slight loss in accuracy in identifying

mood and/or tone of small group interactions. Both of the t statistics computed
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on each of the groups (game participants 1.45 and lecture group .08) indicated

there was no difference between test/retest situation for either group. What

ever accuracy they had exhibited was maintained.

Table 6 provides a summary of the type of empirical data collected on

each participant in the study. (See Appendix E for Table 6.)

The source of attitudinal data collected was obtained from: 1) personal

observations by the investigator, recorded during process of n

game and immediately following the lecture; 2) student comments obtained from

the Reaction Sheet-Affective; and 3) informal discussions with randomly

selected students and Term Land II National College of Education faculty

members.

The game participants zealous attitude toward the simulation game was

made most apparent to the investigator. The students' comments showed genuine

interest in seeking ways to improve future small group experience.

Repeated rellerences Tdere made by game participants to a gain in Self-

knowledge and in the fUnction of others in small-group settings. They attri-
_

-I-U-ted7-thiS"-td-the-pIdy-ThiCif'the-Slt21-atiCh-gaMe7-CHARGE-CAnderatift7-1972)--.--

CONCLUSIONS

The simulation game, CHARGE, administered as prescribed, was found to

be an effective device to teach group member roles to prospective teachers.

Though the lecture method,to which the simulation game was compared,

evidenced retention of the exhibited knowledge of group member roles: that

knowledge was not as great as that revealed by the simulation game participants.

'Thus the game, CHARGE, was a mare effective method in teaching those group

member roles presented.

1 9
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The simulation game participants gained, as play progressed, in their

skill to identify group member roles. The attitudinal data collected also pro-

vided similar information in the form of direct comments taken from game

participants both orally and in writing. In addition, nearly all the parti-

cipants indicated that the game experience had been interesting, enjor' le and

worthwhile (Anderson, 1972.)

This study pnovides further evidence that a teacher education simula-

tion game, properly conducted and recorded, with variables appropriately

nontralled, can contribute signifirantly to participants' gain 'in competencies.

Through active partio#Dation in a non-threatening, involving and enjoyable

learning environment,-with opportunity for immediate feedback, participants

gained in skill of rale identification and insight into how small groups

lunntion.

Thus the stnalation game, CHARGE, offers a viable contrast to passive

:methods of teacher preparation and is thought to be worthy of consideration as

, a significant contribution to improved methods of teacher preparation.

' '

2 0
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Identification Numbers
for

Simulation Gime, "CHARGE"
Developed by Roberta' T. Anderson, 1971

Examples of Role Assignment Cards
Found In Simulation -Ga Me, "CHARGE"

Developed by Roberta T. Anderson, 1971

*Anderson (1972; pp 99. and 101)
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22

Examples of Topic Cards
Found in S lotion Gamt, "CHARGF.."

Developed by Roberta T. Anderson, 1971

17'

Examples of Situation Cards
round in Shoulation Game, "CITARGE"

. Developed by Roberta T, Anderson, 1971

For 4 minutes
discuss

(roles) Whether
teachers

shoulcommunity
politics

and if a

SITUATION CARD

Phase U. round 1

Group A

*Anderson C1972: pp 102 and 103).
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CROUP BUILDINO AND MAINTENANCE ROLES,

llie Encours .r praised, agrees with end accepts the contribution of others._

He indicates warmth snd solidarity in his attitude toward other group members,

offers commendation and praise-sod in verious vsys indicates understanding and

acceptance of other points of view, idess and suggestions. .

The Harmonizer mediates the differences'between other members, ettempte to reconcile

disagreements, relieves tension ln conflict situations through jesting or pouring

oil oa the troubled waters, etc.

The Compromiser operates from within a conflict in which his idea or position is

involved. He may offer compromise by yielding statue, admitting hio error, by

disciplining himself to maintain group harmony, or by "coming half-way" in moving

along with the group.

The Gate.keeper and Expediter attempts to keep communication channels open by

encouraging or facilitating the participation of others ("We haven't got the ideas

of Kt. X yet," etc.) or by proposing regulation of the flow of cymmunication ("why

don't ws limit the length of our contributions so that everyone will have a chance

to contribute?" etc.).

"INDVIDUAL" ROLES

.

The Afieressor may work in many ways--defla';ig the status of others, expressing

disapproval of the values, acts or feelings of others, attacking-the group or the

problem it is working on, joking aggressively, showing envy toward another's

cOntribution by trying to take credit for it, etc.

ibe Recognition-seeker works in verious ways to c ntention to himself, whether

through boasting, reporting on personal achl noting in unusual ways,

struggling to prevent his being placed in e on, etc.

STA 8*3-71 ©
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*Anderson (1972; pp 100, 104 and 105).
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potsol4NL'''
11.011

-

A"geltAre you an tindergradvate?

IS yes. in which -year and resaXtei

I/re-Professional

'V erne I.

Verne

Address

Ar M fer toe yI, 2. transfer student'?

did you trans
1,1C 7

It les. trout viru..ti institution
did It

That, Is your area oi COtscentratton
%

lehich
de Wetgra e

do you prefer

oc Aelddl School (5-91

Have you completed
your Septe

at which school?

Describe
brlefll your respons

In. which quarter
will you d

In which quarter
v41.11. you

d

%1/......

At what grade level andlo

ethod em
',Oat other rcLs
liave you had experi.en

cession geoups.
eto17

'lave yoll bad expert

describe brierri:

gen harifispe

Irreee-hriellr,

Page-2
fence? Yee

If yes.
describe

teort4le.Yteesd:___,

It yes. Iist the

,PERSONAL
INFORMATION

QUESTIONNAIRERre-Professional Term II
Name

,Address

Arc you a transfer student? Yesdid you transfer to NCE

Date:

Age: Sex: ?if FAre you an unde!..grauuate?If so: Soph. . Jr. ,Sr.Are you a graduate?
No _. If yes, in which year and qaarter(year)

(quarter)If yea. from which
institution did you transfer?What is your area of

concentration?
V

(subject area)Which grade level do you prefer to teach?
Early Childhood (N-I)

Primary (2-4)
Middle School (5-9) .Have you completed your September Field Experience? Yes . Nc . It yes,

at which school?
and at which level?Describe briefly your

eesponaibilities during your participation erperience:
...... Inwhich quarter will you do your full-day student teaching?'At what grade level and/or subject area will you be full-day

student teaching?What other method courses have you taken? (title, description, year)Have you had experience in small group activitiee
(committee work, discussion

greups, etc.)? Yes No . If yea: describe briefly:

Illave you had experience in simulated
activities? Yes No . If yes des-

cribe briefly:

Have you had previous teaching experience? Yes . No . If yes, describe

briefly:

Do you have any
"incompletes" thin quarter? Yes . No . If yea, please

lint the course title ef each and the date expected to be completed.
Wbat role-playing experience have you had?

S2 and 931*Anderson (1912: pp Sl,
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25.

NATIONAL,
COLLEGE OP

EDUCATION
Pre-Professional Term /X
Xnstructions:

Using the list of your
classmates below,

indicate by

placing an X in the
appropriate

space which
students you know well,

slightly, or not at all.Ex: If you kncw Jane.Doe well then
place an X under

the column

"'Know Well"
opposite Jane Doe's

name'.

Date

53. Dt

54. Na

SS- Deb
3 Jan
57. Caro

Class List
Know Well

Know
Slightly know Not

At All
Jane Doe

XMy Name Is

Class Lase
Know Well

Know Slightly Nnow Not At All

*1. Robert Bailey

0 .

2. Sherie
Sarnickle

3. Sherry Fein
4. Judith

Fromm
5. Linda

S. Garrity
6 Arlene

Greenberg
7. Judith

denderson
8. Terri

Kaplan
9. Jocelyn

King
,

10. Helene
Kravitz

...--11. Sheryl
Lucas

12. Ann
Reisinger

13. Amy
Ringold

14. Mary
Slade'

15. Sandy
Smalinsky

16. Mary
Stevenson

17. Arlene
Tatelman

.

.

18.
Christine Wang

19. Carol Wolfe
20. Teri

Wortman

* Numbers
do not

correspond to ID
numbers used in the body of this

research..

*Anderson 0.9.72: pp 9.51 96 and VI
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B. I feel that
my experience

in Os simulAttou
same will

help me to identity
.1.

the different
toles peoplvelty

ID teal lite stoup tectiess.

11°19t° ticulas

Comment
tt deetted:

sroup %menet
toles epic !caning-

Vety helpful

hateful.
c. etUot Psr

Tb°

st°%1IIVI;;;Illerls'Itee:V.Virttlt

8

tut than

lectutes.

Uot hitptu

Coosent
it Aesitedt

a.

ab..

voressr:ottaocattostut
t

6.

141:1:14:44°.

talus

a /VA

f%1La
less met

01'
416 lec

toot°

00m0-
uo

1417,a-ec
t

stso

sectrIeSSITS-e

S

a..

SZl

pdvia

a'vta

t

tIvous
got/ aalt

tot VattG.

t stlupc

utattcl°
66stloOs.

Ittt stul

qtt"/ °lei

soorgb6ctc''

26."11llot

Waatl"s

04Cei t
1:04

et*"

140t

t4(1

c 1°i

a.

tot two11.sot,

sVece "

B.1.11

Date

26

Pre-Prof. Term I, II.
Student's Name.SIVDENT

REACTIONS TO IRS
SIMULATION CANE

EXPERIENCE

This
instrumentname
experience.

information will

I.
Please write
experience.

Is an
attempt to

determine
your attitude

toward the
simulation

Feel free
to express

your feelings
toward the

experience. This

in no
way affect

your
cosoetency

rating in
the Ed.

Block.

a brief
paragraph

about Low
you feel

concerning your
simulation

If more
apace le

needed use
reverse side

of page.

II.
Please

read the
following

statements
about the

simulation game and
state

feelings
about each

statement by
checking

(.0) each
statement

below that

sea yuur
sentiment.

Check amend InIE one choice
for each

item.

1.
I enjoyed

playing the
simulation game.

Very much so
Somewhat
Not

pv:ticUlarlyNot at all
.

."Acting out"
my assigned

roles in the
discussion of

simulation gave Mae
se feel

like I
was involved

in

Comment if
desired:

s.

b.
C.

Very
involved

lnvolved
Not

particularly
involved

d. Not
involl.ed st all3. The

discussion
schompanying

each round
of ploy

was valuable
in

developing my

skill to
role play the

different roles
called for in the

game.

your

expres-

topics and
problems in thelife like

situations.

Comment if
desired:

a.
b.
c.
d.

Very:valuable
Valuable
Not

particularly
valuableNot

valuable at all Comment if
desired:4.

/ believe
that my

experience in the
simulation

game bail
helped me develop an

vaareness as to how
small groups

function.
b._c
d.

Very
helpful

Belpful
Not

particulvdy
helpfulNot helpful

at all Comment if
desired:

*Mut ar son C13:72 p p 118 au 1191
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Neviog reed
the preceding

sociodraby each
participant: .

a. Pe

s..'
os,

sot.1

10

Old} Ye6 .0460X* .400:°.,.,i
Vt1.0 aver

104% NAS
s,34:9-

I Vet' tOtt
4-

11.,00 C atk°
01:!,XLS$VG'0° , t

0
VSC,,:ate

t4C

A ioe
seita

',911'VI 6
to 1.11,

101

5.

18. What it

megs
Poe
N.

ti.

MIA 8-3-71

10.
One

who
helps

others
to

cambia^

propoeel,
gives

ground
on

statement,
gives

cane.-
personallp

accen*-'
P.

-3-

lay

ecdotrezeate". at one-ai.seStet (06
-/'

ot that% ?Ol'at
06 1111,1,1r14' te1:1°N4toacests--saa eta -t

006" tolee06" t°laelP4604
%031.9$

0,5:50tliats.

SS$66ao
a Go--
goon%a

..+~ an S11c°

Cool?
gat

4,,,e ho

b. u"
vetae6a

Rose:

st.cca

Coe
lot

2. One who
praises,

agrees with and
accepts the

contri6utions of others;
indicates

warmth end
solidarity in his

attitude
toward other

group members;
ofrers

commendation and praise
and in

various
ways indicates

understonding and

acceptance of
other

points of
view, ideas and

suggeations.is:
(check one)

27

ry

acceptable
't Yet

Student's Name'

Pre-Prof. Term I, /I Date
STUDENT

ASSESSMENT
OP KNOWLEDGE

ABOUT GROUp
MEMBER ROLES

This
instrument if

an attempt
to aSSIVIS

your iaarnings
about small

group member

roles. So sure
to make

one and
only one

seleCtion for each
question asked. You

will be
allowed

about 15
minetes

to,gompliete this
instrument.

1. One
who deflates

the status
of others;

expresses
disapproval of the

valuea,

acts or
feelings of

others;
attacks tho

group oi
the problem

it is
working on;

jokes
loudly; and

shows
envy toward

another's
contribution by trying

to take

credit for
it is:

(check one)
an Encourager
a RarmoniierMM.*

an Aggressor
a Compromiser
a Gate-keeper

and
Expeditera Rocognition

Seeker

Le
let
a

* *ha
need

411

a Compromiser

anAggressor
a Harmoniser

a.ReCognition'Seekerau Encourager
a Gate-keeper

end Expediter3. One who
helps

others to
participate, makes

process-level
comments,

explores

personal
feelings,

and voices
perceptions of

the group
feeling is:

(check one)woo.

a Recognition
Seekera Harmoniser

an Encourager
an Aggressor
a Gate-keeper

and
Expeditera Compromiser

4. One who
operates from

within a
conflict in

which his
idea or

position is

involved; offers
solution to conflict

by yielding
states,

admitting his error,

by
disciplining himself

to maintain
group harmony,

or by
"coming

half-way" in

moving along
with.the

group is:
(check one)a Harmoniser

an Aggressor
a Gate-keeper

and
Expeditera Recognition

Seekera Compromiser
an Encourager

*Anderson C1932% pp 122 aLtough. 1281
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Contrast Group
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Tape
Recorder x
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x

Figure I
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Physical Arrangement :or Experimental and Contrast Group Activities
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0
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fi Group

Locked A ssignment
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Figure 2

Physical .Arrangement for Experimental Group's Treatrnent

*Anderson (1972: pp 31 and 34).
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APPENDIX E

Table 1 **

Exp=nr=tal Design- ans. P.r9.c;*dure5

Sabjects
allege Unde 1'1

graduates
Treattnezit

Me3.sures En:ploys:.
Before turing Ldit One Mcnth

Followir.F After.....
Exiserirrental Simulation Personal 'Game Cognitivt Cogniti...e

Device Information Scoring and. Criterion

Group (All 6. Rounds Guestionnaire Ses sions Affect:1re Mease
6 Played) and 6 End of Meast....----- -'

In Room 24e) Soc.iometric LLd
IDevice Z :Tad oi

Phase
1 End of
Game

34 minute 3 15 tninutes,
(not experz-
niental tinse)

24 rriinut 30 to 35
minutes

20 ?ninutesc

Contrast Lecti=e.artd Dis-Personal Nor.e Cognitive Cognitive
cussiorr on Role Inf.oi-rnation Criterion Criterials

Group

an Room 245)

Theory including
Typology of
roles used in

Questionnaire
and

Socizrnetric

Measure Measure,

Simulation Device Device

34 minutes 25 minutes 20 minutes 20 rniranies

(25 min. lecture
9 min. discus.)

(not experi-
mental time)

vManzier was collecten

TABLE 2

ANALYSISILOP VARIANCE SUMMARY TABLE
BETWEEN 6 GAME ROUND SCORES

SOURCE OF
VARIATION

SUM OF
SQUARES

DEGREES OF
FREEDOM

MEAN
SQUARE F PROBABILITY

Between Subiects 191.17 53

Within Subjects 529,17 270

Rounds -40.28 5 8.06 4.37 .001

Residual 488.89 265 1.84

Total 721.17 323

3 1

**Anderson CI724: .2 37)
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TABLE 3

GAME PERFORMANCE MEAN SCORES B' ROUNDS

SOURCE

MEAN
SCORE

Game Raund 3.80

Game Round 2 4.33

Game Round 3 4.69

Game Round 4 4.19

Game Round 5 3.98

Game Round 6 4.78

Total Game Rounds 4.29

r....0111r

_AVERAGE:MEAN SCORE

44..17 (First 3 R.ounds)

4.31 (last 3 Rounds)

TABLE 4

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE SUMMARY TABLE

SETWEEN 2 GAME PHASES SCORES

SOURCE OF SUM OF DEGREES OF MEAN

VARIATION SQUARES FREEDOM SQUARE I! PROBABILITY

Berween_Snbjects
Within Sabjects

575.94
493.50

53

54

Phases " .45 1 ..45 1.0

Residual 493.05 53 9-30

n.s.*

Total 1069.44' 107

*n.s.=nnt significant

3 2
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TABLE

SUMMAET TABLE FOR GAME VERS=
LECTURE ON COGNITIVE MEASUES7,

TESTING: gRoup
TIEE

NUM.Drat OF

SUBTEXTS
xrE44( DIFFERENCE

STANDARD
MIME OF
DIFEERENCE

t PRORNBILITY

SC173

Im=mediata
Experimental; 54
Contrast. 18 25.21

Total 72 +2.96 3.33 .005

Delayed
Experimental 54 27.13.

Contrast: _18

Total 72 +2.50 1.11 2.26 .025

<

Table i*

TYPE OFMilPIRICAL DATA CaLLECTE31
The Following Empirical Ektta was Collected on SachindiViel=1,intthe Study'

Type of Data Experimental Grnup Contrast Group

Progressive game scores
by rounds (6)

Progressive game scores
by Phases (2)

End ofCatne Score

Post-Game Affective Criterizes.
Measu:m (short term)

Pont4Sheatrnent.Cognitive Criterion
Measurze(short and lung terrnk x

Sex

Saciteastetric Measure

Acadensic Pendia/stance a,

Previous Rolm'Playing ExpeetiL:nice

Previous SmallAGroup Expo:item:en x

Previous Simulation Experience.

Grade Level Teaching Preference

*Anderson (1972: p. 43, Table 2)


